Stop Brown Patch, Destroy Clover, Kill Angle Worms

USE TONAGREN

Tonagren No. 1 is a scientific product that is used on many of America's finest golf courses. It has a double acting effect that destroys clover and stops brown patch. Tonagren No. 2 is a splendid preparation used to destroy angle worms. The use of these two products will insure perfect playing greens throughout the season.

Write for prices and descriptive circular.

P. & M. TONAGREN COMPANY
6324 Brooklyn
Kansas City, Mo.

Green Section Bulletins Discontinued for 1934

AUGUST, October and December, 1933, issues of the Bulletin of the Green Section of the USGA and Index for 1933 have been issued.

There will be no Bulletins' during 1934 due to lack of funds. Clubs failed to keep up USGA membership to extent necessary to finance Green Section Bulletin publication and to continue much of the other vastly important work of the Section.

Any of the clubs that have not belonged to the USGA and paid the $30 annual dues are advised to see if they can get their hands on the October and December, 1933, Green Section Bulletins especially. They contain some technical articles that are worth so much more than $30 a year to at least 3,500 golf clubs it's mystifying the clubs don't grab at the bargain.

Green Section advisory service for 1934 will be confined to member clubs of the USGA, giving them easily more than a $30 a year edge in maintenance over non-member clubs.

Waffle Iron Brush Makes Excellent Boot Cleaner

PARTIALLY dried mud and caked dirt is a mean thing to readily remove from shoes. A broom or the usual stiff brush will not satisfactorily make the grade. The unavoidable covering of soil is often at-